Abstract Arabic dialects arewidely used from many years ago instead of Modern Standard Arabic language in many fields. The presence of dialects in any language is a big challenge. Dialects add a new set of variational dimensions in some fields like natural language processing, information retrieval and even in Arabic chatting between different Arab nationals. Spoken dialects have no standard morphological, phonological and lexical like Modern Standard Arabic. Hence, the objective of this paper is to describe a procedure or algorithm by which a stem for the Arabian Gulf dialect can be defined. The algorithm is rule based. Special rules are created to remove the suffixes and prefixes of the dialect words. Also, the algorithm applies rules related to the word size and the relation between adjacent letters. The algorithm was tested for a number of words and given a good correct stem ratio. The algorithm is also compared with two Modern Standard Arabic algorithms. The results showed that Modern Standard Arabic stemmers performed poorly with Arabic Gulf dialect and our algorithm performed poorly when applied for Modern Standard Arabic words.
Introduction
Nowadays, Arabs prefer to use their local dialect in daily conversation whenever it is not required for them to use the Modern Standard Arabic (MSA). Recently, dialect began to be used in both television and radio (Almeman and Lee, 2013) . Arabs also use dialect instead of MSA in important fields such as online communication (chat rooms, SMS, Facebook, Twitters and others). Most of the research on Arabic is focused on MSA (Duwairi et al., 2007; Harrag et al., 2011; AI-Shalabi et al., 2003; Goweder et al., 2008) . Currently, there are 12 different Arabic dialects spoken in 28 countries around the world. While most of these dialects are specific to a particular region (for example, ''Sudanese Arabic" or ''Iraqi Arabic"), the most commonly spoken Arabic dialect is Egyptian Arabic. This variety of Arabic dialects is largely due to the fact that, as Arabic spread and took hold in new regions, it often adopted traces of the language it replaced.
A limited number of Arabic dialect software have been developed and a limited number of research papers published (Al-Gaphari and Al-Yadoumi, 2010) . Dialectal varieties have not received much attention due to the lack of dialectal tools and annotated texts. Hence working on dialect is difficult for many reasons (Al-Shareef and Hain, 2011) . Firstly, dialect is not considered a written language, it is normally used in spoken form and limited textual data exist in dialect form compared with MSA. Another reason is that dialect still inherits the complex morphological form of MSA. Moreover, additional affixes are introduced informally for each dialect, thereby increasing cross-dialectical differences. Finally no standard convention is agreed on how various dialects should be transcribed.
Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) is a form of Arabic language that is usually used in news media and formal speeches (Diab et al., 2004) . There are no native speakers of MSA as stated in Mutahhar and Watson (2002) . The importance of processing the dialects comes from here: ''Almost no native speakers of Arabic sustain continuous spontaneous production of MSA. Dialects are the primary form of Arabic used in all unscripted spoken genres: ''conversations, talk shows, interviews, etc." (Habash and Rambow, 2005) . Dialects are becoming widely in use in new written media (newsgroups, weblogs, online chat etc). ''Substantial Dialect-MSA differences impede direct application of MSA NLP tools" (Diab and Habash, 2006) . Fields of researches such as Arabic NLP, Arabic Translations, Arabic and Cross language Retrieval and other related Arabic research fields suffer from lack of resources due to lack of standards for the dialects, as well as lack of written resources of dialects themselves as shown in Maamouri and Bies (2004) . It is right to say that the dialect is very popular where the majority of people use it during their daily life, they use it for conversation and online chatting as well (Alghamdi et al., 2008) . Unfortunately, not only is the dialect rarely used in writing, but it also has no written standard. It is realized as a language of heart and feeling where MSA is considered as a language of mind. It is a formal language that has a very good written standard (Al-Gaphari and Al-Yadoumi, 2010) . This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we give an overview of related work. In Section 3 we present our method/ algorithm used to find the stem of dialect words used in Arabian Gulf Countries. In Section 4 we discuss the evaluation results and their analysis. In Section 5 we talk about conclusion and future work.
Background and related works
Arabic language belongs to Semitic group of languages unlike the English language which belongs to the Indo-European language group. Arabic is the fifth widely spoken language in the world used by 5% of people around the world (Kadri and Nie, 2006) . It is the official language in 26 countries, located in the Arab world within the west Asia to North Africa. Arabic is the language of Islam, where hundreds of millions of Muslims use it for their religious daily uses.
The Arabic alphabet is used in several languages such as Persian, Malay, and Urdu (Al-Fedaghi and Al-Sadoun, 1990) . Arabic Alphabets consist of letters, numbers, punctuation marks, space and special symbols (e.g. mathematical notations). It is different from English in its vowels and diacritic marks. Diacritics are used in the form of over and underscores with Arabic letter. However, most recent written Arabic texts are unvocalized.
The Arabic language is considered a member of a highly sophisticated category of natural languages which has a very rich morphology. Generally speaking, its richness is attributed to the fact that one root can generate several hundreds of words having different meanings. Arabic language orientation is right-to-left which is the opposite in English. There are 30 letters used in the Arabic language. The difficulty in dealing with Arabic language is due not only to its orientation, but also to the language diacritization of scripts, vowels which may or may not be included in, and its complex morphological analysis. All of these and other factors such as its sensitivity to gender, number, case, degree, and tense, make it very difficult to deal with the Arabic language (Abu-Salem et al., 1999) .
Arabic is classified into three variants: Classical Arabic, Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) and Colloquial or Dialectal Arabic. The Classical Arabic is the language of the Holly Qur'an and used from the Pre-Islamic Arabia to that of the Abbasid Caliphate. However modern authors never used Classical Arabic. They instead use a literary Language known as MSA. MSA uses the classical vocabulary that is not presented in the spoken varieties. Dialectal Arabic refers to many national varieties which formalize the daily spoken language in the Arab world. It is unwritten and often used in informal spoken media. It differs from MSA on all levels of linguistic representation; the most extreme differences are on phonological and morphological levels.
In the following two subsections, an overview of MSA and Arabic dialect is presented. Also, some of the related works to Arabic dialect are mentioned.
Modern Standard Arabic
Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) is a form of Arabic language that is used widely in news media and formal speeches (Diab et al., 2004) . There are no native speakers of MSA as stated in Mutahhar and Watson (2002) . The grammatical system of the Arabic language is based on a root-and-pattern structure and considered as a root-based language with not more than 10,000 roots (Ali, 1988) . A Root in Arabic is the bare verb form which can be trilateral, which is the overwhelming majority of Arabic words, and to a lesser extent, quadrilateral, pentaliteral, or hexaliteral, each of which generates increased verb forms and noun forms by the addition of derivational affixes (Saliba and Al-Dannan, 1990) .
A stem is a combination of a root and derivational morphemes to which an affix (or more) can be added (Gleason, 1970) . However, when applying this definition to Arabic, the verb roots and their verb and noun derivatives are considered as stems. Affixes in Arabic are: prefixes, suffixes (or postfixes) and infixes (morphemes). Prefixes are attached at beginning of the words, where suffixes are attached at the end, and infixes are found in the middle of the words. For example, the Arabic word ‫ﺍ‬ ‫ﻟ‬ ‫ﻄ‬ ‫ﺎ‬ ‫ﻟ‬ ‫ﺒ‬ ‫ﺎ‬ ‫ﺕ‬ (altalibat) which means ''women students", consists of the elements shown in Table 1 :
El-Sadany and Hashish (1988), described the formation of Arabic affixes in the Arabic verbs as a derivation of the following rule:
Prefixe1 + Prefix2 + Stem + Suffix1 + Suffixe2 + Suffix3 where the prefixes and suffixes in the above rule are lists of finite length. The properties of the above rule are given as follows:
The elements of which serve like conjunctions, examples for such an element are ‫ﺏ‬ , ‫ﻑ‬ ,, and ‫ﻭ‬ (''faa', baa' and waw") Prefix2:
The attributes associated with its elements help in the partial determination of the tense and the features of the subject pronoun. An example of an element from Prefix2 is ‫ﻱ(‬ 'yaa'). For this case the tense is present (complete determination of tense), subject pronoun is for the third person (the number and gender of the subject are not determined). In case the Prefix2 is not present (nil) the tense can't be determined (may be past or imperative) Suffixe1:
Its elements partially determine the tense and completely determine the features from the subject pronoun (person, gender, number). An example of the Suffixe1 list is ( ‫ﻭ‬ ‫ﻥ‬ ''woon") as in the Arabic word ‫ﻳ‬ ‫ﺪ‬ ‫ﺭ‬ ‫ﺳ‬ ‫ﻮ‬ ‫ﻥ‬ (yadrusoon) which means ''they study now" Suffixe2 and Suffixe3:
The attributes associated with their elements which determine the features of the first and second objects pronouns respectively. An example from these lists is ( ‫ﻫ‬ ‫ﻢ‬ ''hom") Stem:
It is formed by substituting the characters of the root in certain forms called measures or templates
). An example for the trilateral measure is:
Arabic dialect
Arabic dialect is a collective term of the daily spoken language through the Arab world. It is radically different from the literary language (MSA). Arabic dialect is spoken by more than 400 million persons in nearly two dozen countries and holds the dual distinction of being the fifth most widely spoken as well as one of the fastest growing languages in the world (Cote, 2009) . Arabic dialects are primarily oral languages; written material is almost invariably in MSA. As a result, there is a serious lack of Language Model (LM) training material for dialectal speech (Alotaibi et al., 2009) . Each Country has its main dialect and this main dialect can be divided into a group of sub-dialect e.g. the Saudi dialect includes Najdi (Central) dialect, Hejazi (Western) dialect, Southern dialect (Almeman and Lee, 2013) . One factor that differentiates dialects is the influence from the languages previously spoken in the areas. This influence have typically provided a significant number of new words, and also influenced pronunciation and word order.
All the dialects derive ultimately from the same ancient Arabic source, but have undergone changes in grammatical structure, vocabulary and so on. A dialect is different from an accent, which is a version of a standard language with different pronunciations. Arabic dialects can be classified either historically or popularly (Zina Saadi, 2013) .
For Historical Classification; dialects can be either:
Pre-Islamic or Pre-Arabic Expansion (6th century BC to 6th century AD) as in Fig. 1 . Post-Islamic or Post-Arabic Expansion (since 6th century AD) as in Fig. 2 .
As for Popular Classification, the Arabic dialects can be divided into various as shown in Fig. 3 . Some of these groups are:
Sudanese Arabic -Mostly spoken in Sudan. Levantine Arabic -This dialect is often heard in Syria, Lebanon, Palestine, and western Jordan. Gulf Arabic -Mostly heard throughout the Gulf Coast from Kuwait to Oman. Najdi Arabic -This dialect is most often heard in the desert and oasis areas of central Saudi Arabia. Yemeni Arabic -This dialect is most common in Yemen. Iraqi Arabic -The dialect most commonly spoken in Iraq. Hijazi Arabic -This dialect is spoken in the west area of present-day Saudi Arabia, which is referred to as the Hejaz region. Egyptian Arabic -This is considered the most widely spoken and understood ''second dialect." It's mostly heard in Egypt. Moroccan Arabic -Spoken mostly in Morocco. Tunisian Arabic -Spoken mostly in Tunisia. Hassaniiya Arabic -Most often spoken in Mauritania. Andalusi Arabic -This dialect of the Arabic language is now extinct, but it still holds an important place in literary history. Maltese Arabic -This form of Arabic dialect is most often found in Malta.
There are few works carried out for stemming of Arabic dialect. Most of these works studied a specific dialect used in one country. Examples of these are the works by Al-Gaphari and Al-Yadoumi (2010) and Alamlahi and Ahmed (2007) . Their work is based on morphological rules related to Sana'ani dialect as well as MSA. These rules assist in the conversion of dialect to its corresponding MSA. Their method tokenizes the input dialect text and divides each token into two parts: stem and its affixes. Such affixes can be categorized into two categories: dialect affixes and/or MSA affixes. At the same time, the stem could be dialect stem or MSA stem. Therefore, their method implemented by using a simple MSA stemmer; must pay attention to such situations. Then their dialect stemmer is applied to strip the resulting token and extract dialect affixes (Al-Gaphari and Al-Yadoumi, 2010) . Their work uses the dialect stemming as a system that translates the Sana'ani dialect to MSA.
There are a large number of linguistic differences between MSA and the regional dialects. Some of those differences are not found in written form if they are on the level of short vowels, which are deleted in Arabic text anyway.Some of the main differences are (Zaidan and Callison-Burch, 2013 ):
MSA's morphology is richer than dialects' along some dimensions such as case and mood. For instance, MSA has a dual form in addition to the singular and plural forms, whereas the dialects mostly lack the dual form. Also, MSA has two plural forms, one masculine and one feminine, whereas many (though not all) dialects often make no such gendered distinction.5 On the other hand, dialects have a more complex cliticization system than MSA, allowing for circumfix negation, and for attached pronouns to act as indirect objects. Dialects lack grammatical case, while MSA has a complex case system. In MSA, most cases are expressed with diacritics that are rarely explicitly written, with the accusative case being a notable exception, as it is expressed using a suffix (+A) in addition to a diacritic (e.g. on objects and adverbs). There are lexical choice differences in the vocabulary itself. Table 2 gives several examples. Note that these differences go beyond a lack of orthography standardization. Differences in verb conjugation, even when the trilateral root is preserved. See the lower part of Table 2 for some conjugations of the root sˇ-r-b (to drink). Table 2 shows a few examples illustrating similarities and differences across MSA and two Arabic dialects: Levantine and Gulf. Even when a word is spelled the same across two or more varieties, the pronunciation might differ due to differences in short vowels (which are not spelled out). Also, due to the lack of orthography standardization, and variance in pronunciation even within a single dialect, some dialectal words could have more than one spelling (e.g. Levantine ''He drinks" could be bysˇrb). (Table 2 uses the Habash-Soudi-Buckwalter transliteration scheme to represent Arabic orthography, which maps each Arabic letter to a single, distinct character (Habash et al., 2007) .
Our paper focuses on Gulf Arabic dialect group which includes Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar, United Arab of Emirates and some parts of East of Saudi Arabia and some parts of South Iraq. The important thing that must be acknowledged is that Arabic language influenced and gets influenced by other languages. It lent some words to other language like Persian, Turkish, Hindi and Malay. Arabic literary affects Europeans culture especially, in mathematics, science and philosophy. Also it has borrowed words from other languages such as Hebrew, Greek and Persian in early centuries. In modern times it borrowed from English, French and Turkish.
Method
The primary goal of this study is to derive an efficient algorithm to extract the stem of dialect words used in Arabian Gulf countries (Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar, UAE, Saudi Eastern Area, and South of Iraq). These words are collected from the chatting and the Internet forums. The list does not include the old words which are not used these days (e.g. sahed 'fever' ‫ﺻ‬ ‫ﺎ‬ ‫ﻫ‬ ‫ﺪ‬ , karfaia ''bed' ‫ﻛ‬ ‫ﺮ‬ ‫ﻓ‬ ‫ﺎ‬ ‫ﻳ‬ ‫ﻪ‬ ) and includes some new words added to the Gulf dialect (e.g. majase 'stubbed' ‫ﻣ‬ ‫ﺠ‬ ‫ﺴ‬ ‫ﻲ‬ , ja'as 'mean' ‫ﺟ‬ ‫ﻌ‬ ‫ﺺ‬ ). Gulf dialect words include some Non-Arabic words which come from different countries. Some come from India and Iran (Fares) because before the discovery of oil the Arabian Gulf traders used to go to these countries. Other words come from England, France and Turkey because after the discovery of oil European traders from these countries came to Arabian Gulf countries. The proposed algorithm has to remove the affixes added to these words first before comparing it to a Non-Arabic word list since these words must not be analyzed. 
Check if the word belongs to Non-Arabic word or to Stop word: ➢ If true then stop. ➢ If false, delete the following prefix (
If the first letter is (
) and the third letter is ‫)ﺕ(‬ then delete both. If the first letter is ‫ﺍ‬ ، ‫ﺕ‬ ، ‫ﻱ‬ ، ‫ﻡ‬ then delete it Check each letter in the word if it is a vowel then delete it: ➢ If we have a vowel with non-vowels neighbored then deletes it. ➢ If we have two consecutive vowel letters then we have to delete one of them according to the following order ‫)ﺍ(‬ then ‫)ﻭ(‬ and then ‫.)ﻱ(‬ ➢ If we find three consecutive vowels keep the one in the middle and delete the two neighbored letters.
After deleting the vowel letters, if we get two letters similar to the neighbored then delete one of them. E.g. ‫ﺭ‬ ‫ﺟ‬ ‫ﺎ‬ ‫ﺟ‬ ‫ﻴ‬ ‫ﻞ‬ delete the ( ‫ﺍ‬ ، ‫ﻱ‬ ) we get ‫ﺭ‬ ‫ﺟ‬ ‫ﺠ‬ ‫ﻞ‬ delete the ‫ﺝ‬ we get ‫ﺭ‬ ‫ﺟ‬ ‫ﻞ‬ .
In this pseudo code a file of Non-Arabic word and a file of the stop words have to be created first and before starting the program: Examples of applying this algorithm on some words are shown in Figs. 4-6 . Table 4 contains some examples that show how the algorithm handles some of the special rules found in some words (these rules are found in the pseudo code).
Results and analysis
The data test corpus used to test the algorithm is obtained from many places related to Arabic Gulf dialects.
2,3,4,5 We browsed different sites in order to obtain as many as possible Gulf word varieties. The initial data corpus is 15486. The corpus was then analyzed and preprocessed to remove duplicates and MSA words. The resulted corpus consists of 5436 distinct Gulf dialect words. Table 5 and Table 6 show some characteristics of the test corpus.
After applying this algorithm on the Arabic dialect test corpus we get the results reported in Table 7 . is Abareej ‫ﺍ‬ ‫ﺑ‬ ‫ﺎ‬ ‫ﺭ‬ ‫ﻳ‬ ‫ﺞ‬ . The problem here is that the algorithm searches for suffix and prefix in the word only before it checks whether the word is NonArabic or not.
Since there is no stemmer for the Gulf dialect words we used two Arabic stemmers to compare our stemmer with them. Here we want to prove that MSA stemmers are not applicable to Arabic dialect and their performance is low. These stemmers are: Khoja's stemmer (Khoja and Garside, 1999) , and Darwish's stemmer (Kareem Darwish, 2002) . We selected these two stemmers as they are considered among the Arabic stemmers in terms of accuracy levels when applied on MSA words. Khoja's stemmer is a heavy stemmer whereas Darwish's stemmer is a light stemmer. The test corpus is the same as the one used for testing the new algorithm which consists of 5436 words. Table 7 shows the results of applying the three stemmers on the Dialect list:
Another test is carried out for the same three stemmers where the corpus is changed to MSA list of words collected form various MSA Arabic text. 
Conclusion and future work
MSA stemming algorithms are not applicable to Arabic Dialect. In this paper we showed that MSA stemmers perform poorly when applied to Arabic Gulf dialect and the Arabic Gulf dialect cannot be applied for MSA words. There is no stemming algorithm that handles Arabic Gulf dialect words. Only few algorithms are available that handle only a singular Arabic dialect. In this paper we presented a new rule based Dialect stemmer built for the Gulf dialects. The algorithm is built of a set of predefined rules for Gulf dialects. This new Table 6 Examples of Arabic dialect corpus set of different word lengths.
stemmer accuracy is acceptable and it gave superior results compared to other stemming algorithms. The algorithm can handle many dialects. This new algorithm can handle all known Arabic dialects by defining new rules and integrating these rules with the current used rules. Improvement to our stemmer can also be added to handle all the non-Arabic words used in Arabic dialects. More tests are also required for the use of the algorithm in Arabic translation and Arabic Sentiment analysis.
